
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of sales consulting manager. Please review the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do
not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and
talent.

Responsibilities for sales consulting manager

Engage in activities focused at generating client awareness of the firm and/or
demand for its Services (may include developing/sending promotional
materials, presenting in business forums, charitable activities, business
associations)
Use your personal experience and knowledge to inspire and direct the team
to develop mobile apps mock-ups
Openness to work with different languages & cultures (you will work with
Europe, MiddleEast, Africa & the AsiaPacific region)
Actively support and coach SCs in running the day-to-day operations
Manage a team of 7 (or more) experienced Sales Consultants (Presales
Consultants) covering one of our Cloud Applications Pillars namely ERP
and/or EPM
Manage the Sales Consulting team to collaborate with a comprehensive
network of stakeholders in Eastern Central Europe, Middle East and Africa
(ECEMEA)
Ensure that the Sales Consulting team is providing optimal support for the
Inside Sales teams for Applications sales
Provide strategic direction on of the Applications pillars in order to ensure
that the relevant sales targets are achieved
Proven leadership skills in an existing management role
Sets the future direction for the CX Iberia Solution Consulting team & drives
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Qualifications for sales consulting manager

Proactive, accessible and reliable
A proven track record in a B2B sales environment, preferably in Applications
A working-knowledge of of the Application pillars (ERP and EPM) would be
beneficial
Three or more of your Directs will be based in a different country so
experience at managing a team remotely would be advantageous
MBA/MSc degree is preferred
Drives excellence in.


